Fabrication of planar cobalt electrodes separated by a sub-10nm gap using high resolution electron beam lithography with negative PMMA.
We present a fabrication process of cobalt nanoelectrodes compatible with spin-dependent transport measurements through a few or a single nano-object. It consists in etching a cobalt thin layer into pairs of planar nanoelectrodes separated by a nanometric gap using a negative Poly-MethylMethAcrylate (PMMA) mask patterned by high resolution electron beam lithography (HREBL). The irradiation parameters of 200keV HREBL on PMMA have been investigated using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to define accurately the PMMA transformation from positive to negative tone. The influence of the electron dose and the designed gap on the final gap between electrodes is presented. This complete study proves that PMMA can be used as a HREBL negative resist to fabricate nanoelectrodes separated by a controlled and reproducible gap ranging from 5nm to several tens of nanometers.